brighter view of the future. But we saw no choice when commenting outside of our own areas of expertise but to give the climate scientists' near-unanimous view.
We think mobile phone technology does not speak well to the basic issues of overconsumption, especially since its environmental and socio-political consequences are hardly established. Pole-to-pole pollution with toxic chemicals (many of which are endocrine-disrupting compounds), destruction of biodiversity and decay of ecosystem services (none addressed by Kelly) are critical parts of the consumption problem and may be even more serious than climate disruption. We will stick with the references we cited, plus more recently the key point about resource depletion made by Davidson & Andrews [15] .
Much of the rest of Kelly's criticism strikes us as proof by vigorous assertion, but we will leave that for others to decide.
It seems to us that this is the wrong time in history for unsubstantiated optimism.
Finally, Kelly states, 'The mainstream scientific and engineering community can see nothing that suggests an imminent collapse of civilization . . . '. That's one phrase in Kelly's article with which we heartily agree, assuming that he does not consider diverse scientific signatories of earlier warning statements [16, 17] , climate scientists or ecologists 'mainstream', since they have spoken out clearly on the issue [18] , most recently in very large numbers [19] . The lack of foresight Prof. Kelly notes in the engineering community is one of the main reasons we see the odds of collapse as greater than he does. We hope the complacency of that community is justified and the future is bright, but fear that it and Kelly are dead wrong.
